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Heavy Vehicle Inspections by JRS 
Innovations  

Saving money and improving performance 

Heavy Vehicle Inspections is an app designed to meet the needs 
of vehicle, heavy plant and machinery operators.   

 
The cloud-based fleet management solution was designed by JRS to 
respond to the needs of businesses managing fleets of vehicles and other 
machinery. It is ideal for a range of businesses including transport 
operators, shipping businesses and logistics businesses.  
 
 
The Challenge 
 
Operating vehicles and machinery is a safety critical activity, and failure to 
effectively protect employees and the wider public from injury resulting 
from poor maintenance is a serious issue. Legal costs, business viability and 
reputation rely on businesses developing a reputation for effective and 
robust inspection processes to ensure equipment is well maintained and in 
good working order. There is no room for short-cuts and missed repairs.  
 
The Problem 
 
Although most operators recognise the importance and benefits of regular 
inspections, many rely on paper-based systems to keep track of 
maintenance records. Manual systems are prone to mistakes, errors and 
missed safety checks. They are also surprisingly expensive to manage and 
maintain because of the man hours involved in recording information, 
transferring data and then subsequently managing those records and 
acting on them to order parts and then continuing the process of updating 
those records. 
 

7,500+  
App Downloads 

 

1,000+  
Happy Clients 

 

75 
Countries Worldwide 

 

5  
Different Languages 
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Our Solution 
 
Heavy Vehicle Inspection helps users maintain digital records of equipment 
in a central location and capture maintenance lifecycle information, from 
initiation to completion. The benefits to fleet operators and factory owners 
should not be underestimated: 
 

 All data is securely stored on a cloud-based platform allowing 
information to be accessed anywhere, anytime.  

 The app provides a complete life-cycle for the management and 
maintenance of equipment, with detailed inspection and repair 
records.  

 Regular reminders ensure that essential inspections and safety 
checks are never overlooked 

 Repairs are catalogued with details of parts used, images of repairs 
and updates regarding the repair procedures 

 Bar codes can be used so that equipment can be recorded and 
barcode scanners used to connect to the inspection, maintenance 
and repair records making it quick and easy to ensure everything is 
up to date 

 Effective maintenance helps to maintain the value of company 
assets, reduces depreciation and increases resale values.   

 

 
RS Innovation is a leader in latest IT services, 
digital and business solutions. We are an 
exceptional team of Consultants, software 
engineers, designers, Testers and product 
managers spread in Europe, America and India.  

 
The company was founded on the core values and principle of implementing 
smart ideas that drive growth for our customers and simplify, improve and 
transform their business. 

“Since using Heavy 
Vehicle Solutions we have 
benefited from significant 
improvements in vehicle 
record keeping and 
maintenance procedures. 
Previously we were using 
a paper-based system 
which was prone to errors 
– this new solution helps 
us manage safety critical 
inspections across our 
fleet of vehicles” 

Toll Free number: (888) 688-0762 
Email: contact@jrsinnovation.com 
 

The Results 
 
For a firm with 50 vehicles Heavy Vehicle Inspections the 
administration costs for operating a paper-based system are $68,000 
Over the same time period our app would cost just $1973.40. 
 
That’s an incredible Return on Investment, saving the business over 
$66,000! 
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www.influencehunter.com 

 

Delivering awesome results from micro-influencers 
 

Our Client 
 
Founded by a brother and sister team in Chicago back in 2013, JiMMYBAR! 
was born out of total frustration with the snack bar choices that were 
available. JiMMYBAR! are marketed as a range of honest, high protein, low 
sugar bars that taste amazing and pack a huge crunch!  
 

 

The Challenge 

JiMMYBAR! has enjoyed a really successful launch into the retail sector and is 
available in some of the biggest stores in the US.  However, when it came to 
online marketing the senior team couldn’t say the same thing.  
 
Online brand presence was a real struggle. Despite trying a number of 
different initiatives, the firm had seen very little success growing their brand 
online. They did not have much of a following on social media and couldn’t 
find any way of really gaining traction whilst website traffic and subsequently 
online sales were declining. 

 
 
Keen to find a way of reversing this 
decline the team at JiMMYBAR had 
already heard about the impact of 
micro-influencers on online brand 
awareness. However, they didn’t 
know where to start or the most 
effective way of ensuring a return 
on investment. 
 
  

“Our project with Influence 
Hunter was the first time we 
had real success in an online 
marketing campaign. We 
were extremely impressed at 
the amount of influencers 
that they were able to 
connect us with” 
 

Jim Simon 
CEO 
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www.influencehunter.com 

 
 

Our Solution 
We were really excited by the opportunity to work with this young and innovative brand, 
and we were sure we could help them achieve their aspirations. Before starting work it was really important we 
understood the product and the target markets.  

We then targeted a large number of influencers in the health and fitness sectors, focusing particularly on micro-
influencers who we were fairly sure would talk about JiMMYBAR! online in response to being sent a selection of the 
snack bars. To ensure this strategy was successful we also developed and managed giveaways and competitions with 
the influencers who responded to us.  

 

The Results 
Over 50 influencers posted 
pictures with JiMMYBAR! 
products. The results during 
our 6-month campaign were 
phenomenal!  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

About Us 
We are an Influencer Marketing Company that’s goal is to make Influencer Marketing accessible for 
everyone. We specialize in reaching out to a large quantity of influencers so that we can find our clients the 
perfect fit.  
 
We believe that Influencer Marketing should be affordable for everyone, not just big corporations. 
Currently, most Influencer Marketing platforms cost at a minimum, $30,000 annually to access.  For a small 
business (or even a smart-spending big one), this just isn’t feasible. Influence Hunter is the world's first 
pay-per-influencer platform. We’ll work with you on a campaign that enhances your brand and 
exponentially grows your reach. 

500% increase in followers 

170% increase in website traffic 

90% increase in e-commerce sales 

“The team at Influence Hunter were very 
adaptable  and did everything in their power to 
ensure the success of our campaign” 

 
Raj Goswami 

CMO  
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CASE STUDY 

 

Our Most Successful Client – Over 2,500 Clients 
during 35 Years in Business 
 

 

The Opportunity  
 
We provide our clients with a unique service. Every 
week we connect our clients with new homeowners 
and new movers in their local area. In this case 
study we are sharing one of our most exciting 
clients! 
 
Ray Burnside, a recently retired independent 
Insurance Agent from Raleigh, NC talked to us about 
his incredible success, achieved as a direct result of 
our weekly homebuyer list.  
 
For over 35 years Ray sold a wide range of insurance 
policies to homeowners.  Ray’s story may be the 
greatest of our 40 years in Business.  
  

“I enjoyed 35 years of business success, 
and it was all thanks to Weekly 
Homebuyer List.  

Over my time in the insurance industry 
I was able to use the contact lists I 
received monthly to grow successful 
long-term relationships with clients, 
selling a wide range of insurance 
products” 



weeklyhomebuyerslist.com 

CASE STUDY 

Our Approach 

Our homebuyer lists are available in different 
formats and with different frequencies. For Ray the 
most useful list was the 10-month X-Date list. This 
list provides details of families who moved into the 
area and bought homes 10 months previously. We 
sent this list every month and Ray used it to great 
effect.  

He was focussed on families that have property 
and casualty insurance, or homeowners insurance, 
due for renewal within the next two months; 
hence the 10-month X-Date lists were invaluable 
marketing resources. 

Ray developed a simple but effective approach to 
customer acquisition. He took the list and visited 
each property in person, knocking on doors, 
introducing himself and handing each new 
homeowner a gift basket. 

“Hello I’m Ray, I am dropping off a gift 
basket to you and your family to show 
you I care about you and your family, 
my company will be there for you in the 
event of a tragedy. 

 I know you are coming up on your one-
year homeowners’ policy and I would 
like to show you what my company can 
offer you at a better rate than you are 
currently paying” 



 

weeklyhomebuyerslist.com 

CASE STUDY 
 

The Results 
 
Ray’s personal and friendly approached worked really well. An incredible 67% of people he met would take 
out an insurance policy, enabling him to build his book to approximately  2.500 clients. Building a 
relationship with those customers was of paramount importance. The key to success was writing the P&C 
policy first, then other policies soon followed, including auto, life, health, disability and more.  Ray was 68 
when he retired. Our lists hadn’t just helped Ray to build a successful business, they had created a business 
he loved and true friends.  
 

 
About Us 
 
We are experts at new homeowner mailing list marketing, targeting the hottest Spending Demographic in 
the USA. Weekly Home Buyers List, Inc. has been providing new homeowner mailing lists to businesses 
such as yours for over 40 years! 
 
This year, millions of Americans are going to move into a new home. In the first few months, they’re going 
to need all kinds of things – and spend Billions, everything from phone and cable service, to patio furniture 
and pizza delivery. New Homeowners and movers will need new services; like car insurance, beauty, home 
improvement and will need to find a new dentist. New movers with new needs. New Homeowners will be 
your perfect source of new customers, clients, patients and members. 
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franchiseinnovations.org                 thefranchiseexchange.com                buyafranchise.biz 

Helping you find your perfect franchise 
 
Are you considering owning your own business or franchise and not sure 
where to start? Franchise Innovations For You LLC provides free franchise 
consulting services to assist you in making the best decision in buying a 
franchise, business or business opportunity.  
 
We represent more than 1,000 of today's leading franchise opportunities 
and are well known in the industry for our professional approach by our 
franchise partners. We belong to three organizations the IFPG the FBA 
Franchise Brokers Association and Franserve. Each organization 
represents 500 to 800 franchises. Our primary goal is to help you navigate 
through the entire process and build a business for your family and you. 

Franchise businesses potentially offer an 
impressive return on investment and provide 
an opportunity for entrepreneurs to step out 
of the corporate rat race, to enjoy financial 
freedom and to leave a legacy. 
 
As congress has worked to remove regulatory 
barriers to stimulate the economy and to help 
encourage growth, the environment is perfect 
for franchises to thrive, strengthening the U.S. 
economy, creating jobs and contributing to 
overall economic growth.  

After the success of my first 
store I was able to attract 
new partners and open a 
new location every year for 
the next four years. I was 
chosen to head the Long 
Island Association for the 
franchise and helped others 
open their own franchise 
locations.  

 
Ira Rosenberg 

50 Years’ Experience 

A FREE Service 

Impartial Advice 

Tailored services  

Franchises offer impressive Returns on 
Investment 
 
On average a franchise offers an ROI between 25% 
and 50%. Considering most small business 
investors would be happy with a 7% to 12% yield, a 
franchise is great way to translate your hard work 
and effort into a meaningful return which offers 
financial freedom and healthy profits.  
 
In some industry sectors franchises can produce 
returns well in excess of 50%!  
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Choosing the right franchise, however, is essential. 
And that’s where we can help! 
 
As a member of multiple professional franchise 
groups, we bring a wealth of resources and 
expertise to help match our clients with their ideal 
franchise opportunity.   
 
We help you sort through the confusing maze of 
information and regulations that you will 
encounter as you search for independent business 
ownership. We know how to leverage consumer 
protection regulations to protect your interests 
every step along the way. 
 

Research found that while 20% of 
individual startups were still in 
operation after 7 years in business  
franchised businesses were still 
operating at a rate of 91%.  
 

4,336,046 franchise 
establishments in the U.S.  
comprise around 10% of all 
business establishments 

According to Entrepreneur 
Magazine success rates for 
franchises are greater than 90%, 
making this the lowest failure rate 
of any type of business. Only 15% 
of other start-ups survive and 
flourish. 

I spoke to a number of brokers. Ira Rosenberg clearly stood out among them. Ira's 
wealth of experience had made it easier for me to go through the process. I saw in 
him a genuine desire to make sure I knew what I was getting into. He will understand 
your needs and will present various options. He is never pushy and will highlight any 
pros and cons during business selection. Ira was always there whenever I needed 
advice - from start to finish.   
 

Raymond, San Francisco Area 
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franchiseinnovations.org                 thefranchiseexchange.com                buyafranchise.biz 

In the U.S. alone there are an estimated 3,000 different franchisers 
in 300 different business categories – that’s an incredible range of 
opportunities to try to work out which will best fit with someone’s 
interests, expertise and passion.  
 
In fact, according to the International Franchise Association almost 
4% of all small businesses in the USA are franchises and it is 
estimated that the franchise industry accounts for approximately 
50% of all retail sales in the US. 
 

Our Process 

Step 1. Information Gathering 

Most ventures are more successful when 
the right questions are asked before they 
are launched. We’ll discuss your goals, 
your funding options, your previous 
experience, and your personal and 
business preferences. The goal of Step 1 is 
to gather enough information to allow us 
to move on to...... 

Step 2. Researching Your Options 

After we’ve discussed what you’d like to 
accomplish and what you have to work 
with, we’ll begin researching and speaking 
with Franchisors on your behalf. As a 
trained Franchise Professional, we have 
resources, tools, and experience that will 
help streamline the process. Once we have 
2 to 4 Franchises that we feel meet your 
criteria, we’ll move on to Step 3. 

Step 3. Discussing Your Potential Future 
Business 

Most of our Clients really enjoy Step 3. 
During this step you’ll hear about the 
Franchises that may be a good fit for you. 
We’ll revisit your goals and discuss how 
these Franchises have the potential to 
meet them. 

Step 4. Speaking with Your Future 
Franchise Partner--The Franchisor 

Once we have identified the Franchises 
that, well, you're excited about and feel 
that are potentially “good fits” for you, 
we’ll set up a time for you to speak with 
them directly. This too is an exciting step in 
the process as you’ll be hearing about 
these Franchisor business models, the 
daily activities of their Franchisees, what it 
takes to get started, and what it takes to 
grow your new business. 

You always supported me without any self interest. 
Which is the best quality of a great human being, 
who is full of ethics and integrity towards the best 
interest of his customer. Its is very rare to find such 
persons in this materialistic world. You have shown 
me more than 50 businesses, due to one or other 
criteria of mine, it did not lead to business closure 
but I never noticed a hesitation to support me. The 
more I rejected businesses, the more you brought 
businesses to me. Your patience level is remarkable, 
which is now going to pay off and we are almost on 
the verge of closing a business deal.  
 

Bharat Master, Franchisee in India 
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listingprowp.com 

ListinProWP Adds Real Value to a Major National Brand 
 
Our Client  
 
Established in 1998, Yellow Pages Serbia had quickly grown to become a successful directory 
business. Over the last 21 years the firm has produced 27 editions of its hard copy directory and 
is now in its 20th year of online success with its website, launched in 1999, continuing to 
attract thousands of visitors each week.   

 

The Challenge 
 
Despite this success, behind the scenes of the online business there were an increasingly complex set of challenges. 
When the website was first built it was developed with a team of programmers who created custom software which 
would effectively operate the site and act as a database and repository to respond to directory search entries. 
Having acquired this skill set the firm also engaged the team of programmers to build websites for some of it’s 
clients. 
 
Yellow Pages Serbia has always recognised the importance of ensuring that their online presence remains current 
and contemporary. However, in the last decade technology has evolved rapidly and this left the web development 
team struggling to keep up with the changes needed to ensure the website was able to compete effectively and 
deliver a seamless user interface and user experience. Particular challenges existed around the overall design and 
functionality of the site and its integration with social media.  
 
As the business worked hard to keep up with the latest trends the costs of achieving this continued to increase and 
the programmers were struggling to continually evolve the custom software which ran the website. Ultimately it 
became clear that a new solution was needed.  

“It was exhausting relying on our developers to 
continually update the website" 

https://www.yell.rs/
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listingprowp.com 

Finding a Replacement 
 
Led by the firm’s Director, Dubrakva Filipovic, the senior team recognised that their continued success would require 
a new way of managing their online business. In 2018 they started to investigate a number of different potential 
solutions for the online directory. They identified a number of requirements: 
 

• The platform had to be simple to operate 
• The website needed to look modern and engaging 
• The user interface had to work smoothly and seamlessly 
• The website needed to have full social media integration 
• It was essential that the website was responsive to multiple different devices 

 
A thorough evaluation of the marketplace highlighted a number of potential solutions, but one platform in particular 
stood out as being able to both meet the needs of the business and add value to their operational model. Listingpro 
appeared to provide the solution the business needed. 
 
 

 

  

Listingpro features 
 
1. Get daily stats  
2. Rating alerts 
3. Recently users activities. 
4. Manage Listings 
5. Manage Ad Campaigns 
6. Inbox for internal messaging to receive 

message from lead form. 
7. Manage Announcements 
8. Create and manage Events 
9. Create and manage Coupons and 

Deals. 
10. Create and manage Menus. (Incl. 

upload image menu or create an 
interactive menu) 

11. Manage invoices and also download or 
print. 

12. Manage saved/bookmarked listings. 
13. Manage reviews and ratings (both 

received and submitted). 
14. Manage Bookings (Currently 3rd partly 

integration includes Resurva and 
Timekit). 
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listingprowp.com 

Implementing ListingProWP 

After months of research the team at Yellow Pages Serbia chose ListingProWP, the only end-to-end directory 
solution on the market. 
 
ListingProWP offers the most intuitive and user-centered dashboard available in any WordPress product, providing 
all the day-to-day business-critical KPIs to be viewed and managed in a single location. For the business it was a great 
way to understand and manage performance. 
 
Each listing owner also has access to their own dashboard which provides insightful data about their business 
performance with a powerful front-end dashboard which is able to help double their revenue from the directory by 
providing daily, weekly and monthly statistics which include the number of listing views, customer leads and custom 
reviews.  
 
Listing owners can further manage their business listings and can even start promoting their business by running Ad 
Campaigns and each advertiser is alerted when immediate action is required, such as a response to a low-rating from 
their customers.  
 
The opportunities for Yellow Pages Serbia to not just manage their directory but to innovatively grow the business 
with a range of added value solutions was very exciting. 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwifjIvu2_LjAhVBLBoKHRApCzYQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Flistingprowp.com%2Ffbcamp-a%2F&psig=AOvVaw2XGsg8FeAor2bN9OhfXv9e&ust=1565334576039348
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listingprowp.com 

The Results 
ListingProWP has enabled Yellow Pages Serbia to revolutionise their online business. They no longer require any 
specialist developers and the support provided by the LIstingProWP team makes it really easy to quickly resolve 
issues and queries. The platform is easy to use, and advertisers love the additional functionality and dashboard 
features. 

The senior team at Yellow Pages Serbia have seen revenues increase as website costs have dramatically fallen now a 
team of developers is no longer required, whilst more businesses are choosing to advertise their services through 
the directory. 

  

“After looking at various platforms we chose 
ListingPro. I highly recommend it." 
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May 13th – 19th 2019 

golftec.com 

 

THE PGA SWING ANALYSIS presented by Charles Schwab 
At the 2019 PGA Championship at Bethpage State Park Golf Course on Long Island, NY, 
we created a fan experience providing each participant with a GOLFTEC powered Swing 
Analysis and WebLesson.  We produced and setup four (4) Swing Capture bays utilizing 
our 3D Motion Analysis technology coupled with Digital Video.  We also included large 
TV’s to display the golf tournament, along with professional lighting and sound. 

 

 
An Engaging Experience  
 
Onsite, our PGA Professional team measured each participant’s swing 
utilizing our patented technology systems.  We collected leads and 
managed through-put with our digital registration system and kiosks.  
Brand Ambassadors helped communicate the experience to fans as they 
passed by the front of the tent.  All participants receive a comprehensive 
WebLesson from one of our GOLFTEC Certified PGA Professionals at 
www.schwabgolf.com.  They also received a two-ball sleeve of Pro-V1 golf 
balls for participating. 
  

  

Thank you for 
providing detailed 

swing analysis. 
Your evaluation is very 
valuable to me as I am 
working on improving 

my game. I will 
certainly work to 
implement your 

suggestions from my 
swing analysis video 

and confident that will 
improve my game. 

http://www.schwabgolf.com/
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golftec.com 

Converting Leads to Clients 
 
By driving participants back to schwabgolf.com to view their personalized 
WebLesson, not only do they become exposed to Charles Schwab and the 
services they provide, but there is a special golf promotion incentive to 
convert them to new clients. 

 
Each lesson includes: 
 
• Video analysis of your swing 
• A lesson from a PGA teaching pro 
• Side-by-side comparison of your 

swing to a PGA TOUR® player's swing 
• Customized drills and tips for 

improving your game 
 

  
 Thank you for the golf swing analysis. I reviewed your comments, watched the videos 
and really listened to your suggestions. I could clearly see that you were right on with 
your review. I had been struggling with consistency hitting the golf ball and losing 
power. Now I see why.  
 
I played in a city match play tournament this weekend (keeping in mind your 
observations) and after the qualifying round (shot 79) ended up in the championship 
flight – senior division. I played at least 3-5 strokes better than I had been playing. I’ll 
work on the drills!!  
 
Your professionalism and meaningful comments are much appreciated. 

VITAL STATISTICS  
 

• 12,530 Participants 
• 85% return to view WebLesson 
• View for an average rate of 16 

minutes per person 
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golftec.com 

The Results 
 

12,530 people participated in the experience.  On average, 85% will view their WebLesson and view for an 
average of 16 minutes per person.  Not only did we engage participants onsite, but we keep them engaged 
for many months/years after the event as they continue to return and view their WebLesson.  Our systems 
are designed to maximize through-put, and the experience takes around 45-60 seconds per person onsite. 

 

 
About GOLFTEC Events 
 
GOLFTEC Events produce engagements using our state-of the-art technology & highly trained PGA 
Professional staff to create memorable, participation-driven experiences that elicit irresistible post event 
life for a positive, lasting brand connection.  We utilize our simulators, putting greens, and hitting bays to 
customize a solution for each and every client.   
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ecomm.partners 

How $10 Bucks and a Whiskey Glass Turned into $400 
Bucks and a Growing Ecommerce Business. 

 
Our Client 

This client owns several businesses. We provide digital marketing services to one of their entities through our sister 
company, Pag1Ranks.com. This opportunity here was for one of their businesses that imports products from another 
country and has been trying to sell via Ecommerce for a few years, without much luck. Until now. 
 
The Problem 
 
The client had been working really hard to get their business off the ground, but after three years, with few sales and 
having been given so much incorrect information and investing thousands-upon-thousands of dollars on their 
website and shopping cart(s) they were really at wits end on how to move forward. They have all the resources and 
ingredients for a successful Ecommerce business. They have great products. Great staff. Exceptional customer 
service and the desire to make this work for their business. They just didn’t understand how to successfully sell on 
Amazon and other online outlets. As chance, and destiny had it, we were introduced to each other in late 2018. We 
shared our experience in digital marketing, Ecommerce, traffic and conversion. Traffic and conversion combined with 
great product(s) are key to having any success online, or offline, for that matter. Our significant experience working 
with successful businesses, working in digital marketing and using various e-commerce solutions, including Amazon 
platform to achieve impressive business growth were what was needed to begin fresh and have optimism for a 
bright Ecommerce future. 
 
 
 

“We were told that the high dollar 
items would not sell on Amazon, and 
we have now sold all our high dollar 
‘xxx’ sets on Amazon. When we were 
visiting them, they just completed 
their shipment to Buckingham Palace, 
where they sold the ‘xxx’ design. If we 
can move their product, we can get it 
made and replaced quicker than the 
other companies. Great job Todd, I am 
now confident things will go!” 
 

Mr. Thomas Faini  
Thomas James Jewelers 
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ecomm.partners 

Our Approach 
 
Our secret to success is all about hard work, constant testing and education. 
Businesses who partner with us benefit from our ecommerce experience and 
expertise, and as a result they benefit from increased sales and revenue. 
Working together we deliver a win-win business partnership and an emphasis 
on return on investment.   
 
For this client we discussed the potential opportunities for their products, and 
identified the most suitable routes to market, we agreed a retainer and 
revenue share business model which would work well for both our businesses, 
and then we started to focus on delivering results for our new partnership. 
Amazon has been our main focus to begin with. We are also optimizing their 
Shopify store at the same time. 
 
Our Solution 
 
We started to look over the firm’s Amazon account and immediately identified a number of issues: 

• No optimization of any Amazon listings 
• No keywords used 
• Poorly selected product titles 
• Incorrect categories used for products 
• Poorly constructed listings and no bullet points 

 
In addition, there was also no effort to invest in attracting paid traffic to the listings, but this is essential to growing a 
successful ecommerce business. 
 
The Results 
 
Within a few weeks of working together we had set up a carefully planned Amazon Sponsored Product advertising 
campaign, invested around $10 bucks and immediately sold over $400 in high-end whiskey glasses. Since then, we 
have gone on to sell a $1200.00 item and the future is very bright. The business continues to grow sales, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of our partnership. The business is now going in the right direction and we share a 
very bright future together.  

 

You have a good product, but maybe aren’t selling as much as you like on 
Amazon or your own web store. We can help solve this problem. Your Products 
combined with our Ecommerce Skills equal profits for both of us.  

“When I look at our 
daily sales, I never 
ceased to be amazed 
and there is absolutely 
no doubt that they can 
be directly attributed 
to Mr. Ramse’s 
incredible talent” 

 
Mr. Michael Gelskey Sr. 

CEO-Lift-It Manufacturing 
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www.innercoresolutions.co.uk 

 

Using Zoho Desk to Improve Service 
Delivery 
Our travel industry client was interested in resolving issues within 
their finance team where there were a number of generic email 
accounts being sent to a shared inbox system which was looked 
after by a team of four staff.  

 

The Challenge 
The shared inbox, whilst a good idea in theory, was the cause of considerable inefficiencies because of 
the way in which the system had been implemented. A folder structure was being used for organising the 
emails but this made it much slower to respond to emails. It didn’t help that there were no clear lines of 
accountability and ownership and no KPIs.  

 

Our Solution 
We had worked with this particular client in the past and they had 
been very impressed with our ability to solve the problems they 
presented to us.  

We recommended a more effective helpdesk system and evaluated a 
number of different options before concluding that Zoho Desk would 
be the most suitable solution, offering both excellent value for money 
and integration with Zoho Analytics which our client was already 
using.  

 

 
Zoho Desk is web-based 
help desk software that gives you 
the ability to manage your 
customer support activities 
efficiently. Zoho Desk allows you to 
assign, track and set up alerts on 
help desk tickets easily. You can 
customize Zoho Desk for your 
business and ensure satisfaction in 
your customer support experience. 
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www.innercoresolutions.co.uk 

 

Our Results 
Once Zoho Desk had been installed the improvements were immediately obvious. Email responses were 
much quicker and messages were no longer ignored or missed by the helpdesk team.  
 
Our client has full visibility of the communication trail and has data available manage performance and 
compare results and to the service level agreements with their own clients. This has led to much 
improved resource utilisation and to much more effective delivery of KPIs. As a result, their clients also 
report much improved levels of service and higher levels of satisfaction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Our work with this particular client has been very successful and 
they have asked us to work with them on an ongoing basis to 
support their Zoho applications.  
 

About Us 
Inner Core Solutions help businesses to setup, manage and 
maximize their Zoho Platform. Our clients range from small start-
ups to multi-million-pound businesses. 
 

“We are really 
pleased with the 
implementation of 
Zoho desk. The 
platform is user 
friendly and it’s 
really quick to run 
reports, manage 
performance and 
oversee our service 
level agreements. 
We’re able to deliver 
much better levels of 
customer satisfaction 
and we have reduced 
some of our 
operating costs” Contact Us. 

 
Email: 
innercoresolutions.co.uk 
 
Phone: 
01895 605 123 
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From everyone at Distilled Dollar - Enjoy! 

 
 
“I walked Jen through every step of 
her business. We tested each other’s 
headlines and critiqued each other’s 
offers. It was a great learning 
opportunity”  

Our Client 
 
Our client, Jen, was a blogger who 
had developed her hobby over a 
couple of years had reached a 
point where she could potentially 
turn her pastime in a full-time 
business.  
 
However, Jen also didn’t feel that 
she possessed three important 
attributes if the blog was going to 
be commercially successful. Our 
client felt that she lacked the 
expertise and confidence to be a 
full-time blogger, that she didn’t 
possess the necessary technical 
skills and felt uncomfortable 
having to ‘sell’ her blog.  
 

Achieving Success 
 
For the past four years I have been working to on a distilled coaching process that 
continues to be developed and refined. Clients love working with me as I test them, 
coach them and prepare them for success 
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From everyone at Distilled Dollar - Enjoy! 
  

How Matt Helped 
 
Jen is just one of a number of clients I have helped over the past three 
years.  
 
We worked together to focus on the things that mattered for her new 
business. This was about developing her confidence, and offering practical 
guidance for growing the business. 
 
We revamped her content strategy to create a blog which worked as a 
membership scheme to deliver a regular income. 

"Matt is approachable, experienced, and 
thoughtful, providing excellent suggestions 
and direction while also listening and acting 
as a sounding board for the new ideas or 
questions I may have.  
 



Case Study:    

 

From everyone at Distilled Dollar - Enjoy! 
 

“Through our calls, I have become 
more confident in my path and 
direction while also opening up to 
additional opportunities I previously felt 
tentative about.  
 
Matt is someone I trust to provide 
honest feedback, sound advice, and 
clear guidance" 
 

The Results 
 
Even before we started working together Jen was keen for us to work together. Our free 
onboarding call is an opportunity to share my personal psychology and understanding of 
both achieving sales success and servicing other people. Jen went from being nervous and 
apprehensive to a confident business woman.  
 
At the end of our five weeks together Jen had developed her confidence, clarity of 
vision, direction for her business and had distilled her next steps. She was excited about 
the future and ready for the next steps required to achieve success as a professional 
blogger. 
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From everyone at Distilled Dollar - Enjoy! 
  

What other people say 
about Matt 
 
"Matt is a great coach who 
not only teaches you the 
best strategies and tools but 
also really understands your 
needs at every stage. It's as 
though he can see your 
individual path to success 
and is able to feed you 
exactly what you need to 
know, every step of the 
way”  

Ricard T. Barcelona, Spain 

Find out more 
Contact Matt today 

DistilledDollar@gmail.com 



INDUSTRY CASE STUDIES by Millsland Media 

M i l l s l a n d    M e d i a 

 
Social Media: An Essential Ingredient for Restaurant Success 

The Hospitality Industry is one of the fastest growing industry sectors, comprising both large 
multinational firms and thousands of independent operators. New restaurants appear all the time, 
yet the reality is that few survive their first year of operation, and even fewer operate for longer 
than five years. According to the National Restaurant Society the sector is worth almost $800bn to 
the US economy. 

 
In a world where technology plays a key role in most people’s lives it is surprising that so few 
businesses in the hospitality sector, and in the restaurant sector in particular fully embrace the role 
of social media within their management and marketing strategies. Using social media effectively 
enables businesses to develop strong and meaningful relationships with their customers, enabling 
their business to be become more competitive and building resilience which will lead to future 
success. The benefits are significant. 
 

“Over half of restaurants spend less than 10% 
of their time on marketing, and just 12% have 
roles dedicated to it” 

TripAdvisor 
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Social Media encompasses a wide range of different platforms, including Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, TripAdvisor, LinkedIn and many more. For the restaurant sector it is 
the first three of these that provides the most powerful tools and the best opportunities to engage 
with customers.  

As food is such a visual experience there is no 
better way to convey the food offer than 
through images of a great menu, a delicious 
meal or a stunning cocktail. The mobile phone 
makes it incredibly simple for customers to 
capture images of the food and drink they are 
consuming, and with just one touch this image is 
beamed around the world on a social media 
profile. Great looking food accompanies by a 
comment about the excellent service offered is a 
great way to engage new customers.  

  

Benefits of Social Media 

• Builds credibility and trust 
• Increases brand recognition 
• Builds customer relationships 
• Influences consumer purchase decisions  
• Increases email subscribers 
• Turns occasional customers into regular 

customers 
• Increases advertising reach and impact 
• Enhances word of mouth promotion 
• Offers behind the scenes information 
• Provides a great source of Customer 

Feedback 
• Enables networking with other local 

businesses 
• Facilitates online ordering 
• Opportunity to promote special 

offers 
• Manage last-minute cancellations 

and fill spare capacity 
• Promote local events & benefit from 

this 
 

More than one billion people are active on Facebook 
More than 100 million people use Instagram every month 
328m people use Twitter 
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Real success with social media requires expertise. It is not enough to post occasionally, to post 
hundreds of items to a page with few followers, to only post once a week or to post irrelevant 
comment. Content needs to be carefully managed through a strategic approach to social media 
which id focussed on maximising the benefits that special media can offer. 

  

  

88% 
 of people looking online 
take action the same day 
and use online reviews to 

inform their decision 
making 

200 million posts 
tagged #food 

23 million posts 
tagged #drinks 

75% 
of all online 

consumers use 
social media 

sites regularly 

17% 
of travellers use 
social media to 
find restaurants 

51% 
of consumers 

trust user-
generated 

content over 
company 

created content 

80% 

of people look 
up a restaurant 
online before 
their first visit 

 

40% 
of travellers 

post reviews of 
restaurants 

online! 

84% 
of consumers 
trust online 

reviews as much 
as personal 

recommendatio
ns 
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  “Exceptional not acceptable” 

www.leadershipbyinspiration.com 

 

Enhancing Performance Amongst Elite Players 

 

 

 

Finding Expert Support 
 

We were recommended by another coach who had already seen the great results we were able to deliver. 
The Performance Pathway Team came to watch one of our sessions and were impressed. We were invited 
to a meeting with the RFU where we proposed an approach to solving their problem with our evidence-
based approach to leadership and team development.  
 
Our Approach 

 
 

 

 

  

I think the work with 
Michael has helped me 
understand that 
leadership is unique to the 
individual and the 
environment, and that not 
all leaders fit a certain 
mould. It's also shown me 
that the environment 
created within a group is 
just as important as the 
leadership itself. 

Lauren Fisher  
 

The Challenge  

Watching the 2017 World Cup, the Performance Pathway Team 
had observed that the England players were not able to react to 
what was happening on the pitch in order to make changes to 
their game plan.  

They were concerned that the team were not able or willing to 
take ownership of the game and were, consequently, unable to 
step-up and react to the opposing team. He suspected that they 
were over-reliant on their coaches for instruction and guidance. 

 

“ We believe leadership is at the centre of everything a team 
achieves.  
 
To achieve great results, to continuously innovate and to solve 
tomorrow’s challenges, inspirational leaders need to provide 
teams with vision and focus.  
 
We deliver this through the use of psychological evidence, 
underpinned by years of military and high performance 
experience, leading groups through the toughest and most 
complex situations to transform leaders and teams to perform 
beyond expectations every time. 
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  “Exceptional not acceptable” 

www.leadershipbyinspiration.com 

 

We took a decision that the best intervention would be with the under 18s. The players who would be 
competing in future World Cup events and other competitions would benefit most from developing their 
leadership skills and team identity. Embedding these skills at this stage in their playing career would lead to 
both immediate improvements and longer term success on the pitch. With 4 years to practice and reflect on 
their personal development, the team would avoid making the mistakes of 2017. 

We assessed the situation carefully and identified that many of the issues for the players were wider issues 
which can be seen in society: a lack of confidence; a reluctance to challenge peers; more individuals 
suffering from anxiety related issues. 

We needed to develop a programme that could combat 
these issues and help the players become more 
resilient as individuals and as a team. We always look 
for new ways to deliver skills development and in this 
case we were keen to stretch the players and focus on 
leadership development both within the sport and for 
their wider personal development. This would impact 
not just in terms of performance on the pitch, but also 
for applications to University, for job applications and 
for everyday life.   

 

Immediate Improvements 

As we developed the leadership programme we noticed changes almost immediately – especially at 
training camps and in club settings. We increased awareness of leadership and teamwork and helped all 
the players to work towards creating a high performance culture. 

When we asked team members to stand up in front of their team to talk about what was working well, and 
areas for further improvements. Whilst in the past the players found tactful and indirect ways to discuss 
concerns about performance they were now adopting a different type of language. They had found the 
confidence to say to their peers “this is embarrassing”, “this isn’t good enough”. 

 

“I think the idea of forcing 
yourself to be out of your 
comfort zone especially 
around new people has 
helped with building 
confidence and that links into 
the whole making yourself 
vulnerable point. 

Georgia Newman 
 

“ 
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www.leadershipbyinspiration.com 

 

 

We were delighted when one player, who had previously been reluctant to even stay overnight at the 
training camps just a few months before the programme started was now playing in the premier final and 
standing in front of her team! 

During the programme all the participants delivered a noticeable improvement in performance, 
commitment, satisfaction and their overall willingness to learn.  

The England Coaches who observed our leadership sessions loved our passion and enthusiasm. They 
were pleased to see that the approach we adopted was supported with psychological evidence and fitted 
their needs.  
 

 
 
  

Michael ran a successful leadership and team development programme for the 
U18 Talent Development Group and the insight it gave to all was invaluable. He 
challenged perceived norms and showed other ways to develop both on and off 
the pitch which will help improve both individual and team performance. I can’t 
recommend him highly enough and look forward to continuing working with 
him in the future 

James Cooper, Performance Pathway Officer (Women), RFU 
 

“ 
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About Us 
 
We provide evidence-based leadership and team 
development programmes. 
 
Leadership Development is aimed at first-line 
managers to transform them into inspirational leaders, 
to develop the strongest teams, and to overcome 
complex challenges with confidence. 
 
Team development is designed to create a strong 
identify for teams which has been found to be the force 
multiplier for creating high-performance teams. 
 
Our programmes have been found not only to 
profoundly increase performance but also produce 
results which have a positive impact on your 
organisation, including: 
 

• Improved staff retention 
• Reduced sickness absence 
• Greater staff well-being 
• Increased innovation 
• Enhanced job satisfaction 

 
Inspirational leadership is key to the creation of a 
successful organisation where each team and 
individual can grow, reaching potential far beyond 
expectations.  
 
Leadership by Inspiration has proven successful in 
providing bespoke leadership programmes to a cross-
section of industries; continually producing positive, 
demonstrable and tangible results.  

“ 
The first session we had with Michael 
was quite difficult, in regards to the fact 
that I was not very confident in the 
environment I was placed in. We were 
asked to build a ‘shelter’ out of random 
material, to fit a player underneath. 
Despite these being the girls I play with, I 
did not feel confident enough to work 
with them to complete the activity.  
 
10 months down the line, and I am now 
leading by example, and taking the lead 
roll where I can.  Each session with 
Jonesy has been different, but always 
very engaging, giving us the opportunity 
to work together in our own time to get 
tasks done.  
 
Making posters on starting a legacy led 
to team gatherings and different 
conversations, outside of rugby, which 
has built our team up to be a lot 
stronger! I know from a personal 
perspective that my confidence both on 
and off field has increased significantly 
with the help of Michael.  
 
Although it was always obvious, he 
made me realise that we are a talented 
group of girls, and that we all have the 
same ambitions and goals.. This has 
helped me to get involved in group tasks 
and voice my opinion a lot more, and feel 
confident and comfortable from doing 
so.  
 
Massive thanks to Micheal, for making 
such a significant change in so many 
young athletes, from the kindness of his 
own heart!  

 

Jodie Mallard 

Why not contact us today to see 
how our innovative and proven 
leadership and team development 
work can improve your team’s 
performance. 
 
 



CASE STUDY: Email Migration & MS Office Upgrade 

Apponotec - Think of us as your own IT department without all those nasty overheads! 

 

Apponotec provide a premium IT 
service that covers everything from 
user support and network 
maintenance to full hardware and 
software installation. It’s a service 
that is flexible, affordable and 
reliable. Whether a client requires a 
one-off job or a regular service to 
call on at a moment’s notice, 
Apponotec have a range of support 
and installation options to suit.  

 
Our Client: Richard House Hospice delivers 
clinical care, short breaks and residential 
services to children and young adults, while 

supporting their families through things like counselling and bereavement 
support. With a purpose-built hospice in Beckton, East London, the charity accepts 
referrals from families across the capital. From a handful of children in 2000 the 
organisation today supports over 300 children and young people, the charity 
needs to raise £2m each year in voluntary donations.  
 
The Problem: To support their administrative work, communication with 
supporters and clients and day-to-day operations, Richard House required a more 
stable email platform which would also reduce the resource demand placed on the 
organisation’s internal servers/ The solution had to also reduce costs and be tied 
to a wider upgrade to the latest version of MS Office for all staff PCs. 
  

“We have a great relationship with Apponotec and have been working 
together for many years. They are very responsive when we have day to 
day calls. On top of that, we have had a few urgent problems in the past 
and help was with us within the hour. We feel Apponotec are part of our 
team and a key player in keeping our service running smoothly” 
 



CASE STUDY: Email Migration & MS Office Upgrade 

Apponotec - Think of us as your own IT department without all those nasty overheads! 

 

Our Solution: We worked with Richard House to migrate their emails to 
Microsoft's Office 365 Online Exchange (cloud platform). As Richard House is a 
registered charity we were able to access Microsoft’s 'non-profit' discount to 
reduce costs. 

 
This discounted solution also applied to the Office 2013 upgrade which we applied 
to all the staff PCs at Richard House.  
 
The benefits for Richard House exceeded the initial objectives for this project, 
delivering reduced resource impact on the internal servers, reduced data storage 
and use of a highly reliable cloud based email solution (with 99.9% uptime). This 
has lowered the maintenance costs and, as Richard House are a charity, there are 
no licensing costs for Exchange Online.  
 
Staff are now able to access their emails from any location and all staff PCs now 
run the latest version of MS Office. 
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About Us 
Our parking services business model involves ticketing vehicles subject to parking charges and pursuing 
outstanding charges through a range of specialised legal routes. The process of allowing the motorist a route 
to challenge the issue of the charge minimises distress by giving them a fair arbitration system, underpinned 
by the impartiality of the courts.  
 

Our Client 
Lancing Parish Council was set up in 1894 and covers the area between Shoreham-
by-sea and Worthing from Western Road and Sompting in the west through to the 
River Adur in the east. It stretches from the beach and coast inland to include part 
of the South Downs. Working in partnership with the local community to make 
Lancing a great place to live, work, visit and enjoy, the Parish Council manages two 
busy public car parks at Beach Green and Widewater. 
 

  

“I would have no hesitation in recommending this company to prospective 
clients in future”  

Colin Hunt Clerk and Responsible Finance Officer, Lancing Parish Council 
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The Car Parks 
Until 2015 the Parish Council generated £6,000 revenue from these two 
car parks. This was delivered through a lease which was operationalised 
through a staffed car park arrangement with a man in a hut taking cash 
payments at the point of entry. 
 

Our Approach 
When we took on the lease for the car parks we implemented a professional management scheme with pay 
and display machines across the car parks. Our uniformed parking attendants patrolled the two sites, 
ensuring compliance with car parking payments. 
 

The Results 
In the first year of operation we increased revenue to the Parish Council by 60% delivering £10,000 of 
income. In our second year of operation we exceeded this revenue, with a 360% increase in revenue, 
delivering revenue of £36,000. We achieved this using three different mechanisms: 
 

1. Line marking the car park to improve capacity  
2. Improving the pay and display machines  
3. Introducing pay by phone options across the sites.  

 
In 2018 we installed Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) 
cameras linked to new pay on foot machines to enhance the 
customer experience and public safety. We were delighted when we 
learnt that the Beach Green car park had been awarded the People's 
Parking accreditation for ease of access by disabled motorists, 
demonstrating our commitment to customer service. 
 

A Full Service Solution 
We’re always ready to support our clients with problems. We were 
on-hand to remove travellers who had illegally camped in one of the 
car parks. We have also removed abandoned vehicles and have 
demonstrated our flexibility marshalling events for the Parish 
Council. 
 
As value added, we recently donated defibrillators for each of the car 
parks and we fund their upkeep.  

“I have been pleased with the 
attitude of DE who run an 
extremely efficient operation 
and have been very 
professional in its approach to 
its contractual obligations. 

The company have been very 
approachable which has 
helped in the change to P&D 
and have responded promptly 
and responsibly to issues. This 
has helped ease the new P&D 
regime which so easily could 
have been damaging to the 
Council” 



 
 

GBI has been a Microsoft Dynamics Partner since 2008 
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GBI Latinoamerica specializes in providing 
Microsoft Business Solutions in the form of 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and 
 Customer Relationship Management (CRM).  
We became Microsoft partners since 2008  
and offer a full range of services for Microsoft  
Dynamics 365, Navision, CRM Online, and more. 
 
 

Our Client: Componentes el Orbe 
 
Componentes el Orbe is a company specialized in the provision of IT services 
to home and corporate users  throughout the Central American region. They 
also work with channel partners, system integrators, outsourcers and facilities 
management providers, to deliver a wide range of single source IT support 
solutions. The company is one of the largest suppliers of computer equipment 
for the government.  
 

 
The Challenge: 
 
When they first spoke to us in 2016, our client was using a basic CRM system and wanted to 
move forward with a more robust and modern solution which would meet the needs of an 
organization with 300 people based in 3 different countries. CEO had identified four specific 
objectives: 
 

 Incorporation of commercial activities with post-sale services 
 Development of systems to integrate with a central finance system 
 Ensuring employees were trained to use new ERP and CRM solutions 
 To meet the expectations set by the Board of Directors. 

  

The Solution: Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 
 
We solved the standardization of commercial 
processes, such as prospecting, proposal 
generation, business case preparation, guarantee 
management, post-sales service, SLA 
management. This was achieved through 
automated workflows which quickly prompt a 
salesperson to enter required information before 
moving to the next sales stage. Standardized 
reports and online visibility of the sales pipeline  

We needed to have 
an ally who had the 
knowledge and 
experience to carry 
out the project 



 
 

GBI has been a Microsoft Dynamics Partner since 2008 

 
 
 
 
helped monitor the progress of opportunities over time so that sales agents and 
managers were able to identify stalled opportunities. We improved the time of 
presentation of offers and claims, and management of Customer Service cases through 
the configuration of automated workflows and easy access to information.   
 

The Benefits:  
 
For our client, the benefits were clear from the very beginning of the project: 
 

 They were now able to centralize their information in the cloud, maximizing access 
to resources and information across the business. 

 End-users and middle managers are now empowered to deliver consistent, 
contextual, and relevant experiences across all channels and devices. To access 
data and processes efficiently and faster. 

 KPIs are better defined, and can be tracked and measured 
 The Board of Directors are now able to monitor and oversee organizational 

performance and achievement of KPIs 
 By automating administrative tasks, marketing campaigns, and lead follow-ups, 

CEO reduced the time required and increased efficiency.  
 The reduction in misplaced or lost invoices, which resulted in the recovery of 

money for the company, had a positive impact on financial; performance. 
 
 GBI’s Team has achieved a smooth 

implementation within the parameters and 
budgets raised at the beginning of the project 
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Teo Digital are an award-winning London based social media agency specialising in branding and online 
marketing for the dentistry sector. We are proud of our record of achievement – delivering business 
growth and increasing our client’s revenues. We skilfully implement and control long-term marketing 
plans, strategies, and campaigns. We successfully manage social media marketing for our clients, 
focusing on Twitter, Facebook, Google+, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest and website 
development.  

In this series of Case Studies we will showcase our outstanding social media skills and the impacts we 
can deliver for your business.  

Most of our clients have one simple goal – to increase customers and, therefore, revenue. An impactful 
web presence is essential in a competitive online environment, where user reviews, customer 
relationship management and brand reputation are keys to success. At Teo Digital we measure success 
in a number of ways: Increase in customer numbers; Website Traffic; Social Media engagement; Brand 
awareness; Enhanced client revenues 

To deliver this for our clients we assess the entire customer journey for each client, and then we get to 
work. Our full-service packages include: 

• Account Management 
• Content Creation 
• Promotion of Events 
• Online Offers 
• Customer Engagement 

 

 

Client: Dr Sam Saleh 

Owner of ORA Dentistry Spa in Beverley Hills, Sr Saleh 
approached us to help grow his business, which specialises in aesthetic dentistry. Located amongst the 
professional offices and entertainment firms that populate Century City and West Hollywood, this is a 
competitive marketplace and social media is an important tool to reinforce the reputation which clients 
from all the World look for when they come to Beverley Hills for plastic surgery and aesthetic dentistry. 
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Key achievements: 

• We increased the number of customers at ORS Dentistry Spa using carefully targeted due to 
effective targeted Facebook ad campaigns; generated overall company sales. 

• We developed content, created several fan pages and engaged an increasing number of 
followers for Dr Saleh. 

 

Client: Pacific Dental Services  

Pacific Dental Services® is founded on a core set of 
values that guides our daily lives, distinguishes the 
strength and character of our organization and 
directs all our critical decisions.  
 

The PDS® business model enables 
owner dentists to lead their own 
clinical practice and make their 
own treatment decisions, while 
PDS team members provide the 
support to manage everything on 
the business end. The result is 
top-notch care that leads to 
healthier, happier patients. 
 
The Perfect Patient Experience® 
establishes an extraordinary 
standard of care and incorporates 
key handoffs between team 
members to set up each other, as 
well as the overall practice, for 
success. 

 
Key Achievements: 

As an organisation interested in developing B2B relationships, it was important that we considered the 
aspects of social media management which would strengthen this aspect of the business marketing. We 
therefore worked with the client to formulate and execute a social media marketing strategy, 
developing policies & procedures which would reduce operational costs. Highlights of our work with PDS 
included: 

• Creation and optimization of paid channel adverts and campaigns 
• Monitoring KPIs, preparing and analysing several custom 

and periodic reports 
• Initiating a focus on conversion rates and introducing a 

post-click online media marketing platform 
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Client: gIDE Dental Institute 

gIDE Institute was founded on the premise 
that providing clinical and scientific 
knowledge to dentists via online and 
blended learning makes education globally 
accessible, efficient, and effective.  
 
 
A clinician’s continuous advancement ensures a higher level of health care to patients everywhere. The 
gIDE institute is the premiere provider of �online dental education with members and online users in 

over 100 countries and 
a world renown faculty 
of clinicians and 
researchers from US, 
Europe and 
Australasia. gIDE has 
mastered the 
technique for 
delivering high quality 
digital media - Lecture-
On-Demand, Clinical 
Videos, Expert 
interviews, Live 
Broadcasts over the 
internet to dental 
professionals, study 
clubs and societies to 
specifically meet the 
educational needs of 

practicing dentists.  
 
Key achievements: 

• We performed a detailed analysis of the client’s marketing requirements and developed 
comprehensive yearly plans and budgets, providing analysis of operational growth and revenue 
projection. 

• We proficiently analysed customer behaviour and modified the business model. This resulted in 
a 38% increase in conversion rate and an increase of +27% in average order value 

• We also decreased the marketing costs for the business, leading to a 350% growth in revenue. 
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Client: California Implant Institute 

The California Implant Institute was originally founded in 
2001 by Dr. Louie Al-Faraje to provide quality continuing 
education courses for dental implants and related topics. 
The institute has trained some of the most sought-after 
dentists in the world.  

Key Achievements: 

• We improved the clients Return on 
Investment by 215% as a result of 
end-to-end coordination with 50+ 
top-notch clients. 

• We boosted website traffic by 75% 
through effective SEO by skilfully 
developed various social marketing 
methodologies. 
 

 

Client: Pinhole Academy  

The Pinhole Surgical Technique (PST®), invented and patented by John Chao, 
D.D.S., is a scalpel-free, suture-free procedure for correcting gum recession. 
Through a small pinhole made by a needle, Dr. Chao uses specially designed 
instruments to gently loosen the gum tissue and glide it over the receded part 
of the tooth. Since there is no cutting or stitching, patients can expect minimal 
post-operative symptoms (pain, swelling and bleeding). Most patients also are 
pleasantly surprised by the instant cosmetic improvement. 

Key 
Achievements: 

• We increased the number of 
customers through effective targeted 
Facebook ad campaigns 

• As part of our strategy we developed 
content, created several fan pages for 
Pinhole Academy and subsequently 
engaged the number of followers for 
the clients. 
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Client: Clifford J. Ruddle DDS, FACD, FICD 
Internationally recognized as a leading expert 
in all aspects of clinical endodontics, Dr. 
Ruddle is acclaimed for providing superb 
endodontic education through his teachings, 
clinical articles, training manuals and 
multimedia products. He is the founder and 
director of Advanced Endodontics®, an 
international educational source in Santa 
Barbara, California. Dr. Ruddle created the 
world's first private microendodontic 
simulation training center in 1989 and has 
trained several thousand dentists 
microscope-assisted endodontic techniques.  

Key Achievements: 

• It is Clifford’s personal reputation which is central to his brand, so we focussed on developing 
fansites to increase the number of followers on his social media platforms 

• We worked hard to manage a number of social media accounts which generated a 50% increase 
in clients across a range of Clifford’s services. 
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www.smarketa.com 
We're an e-commerce agency who believe there's always a smarter way to do things. 

Delivering outstanding results for an exciting new British brand! 
 
Our outstanding team at digital marketing agency Smarketa provide the smartest ways to do 
business online. 
 
With ten years’ experience we have teams of channel specialists led by a digital strategist. Our 
approach ensures that we design and deliver digital strategies that drive record breaking 
results. As a consequence, we have developed an enviable track record of success in our 
sector!  

 
Our Client:  
Launched in London in 2011, Xlash is committed to a fresh approach to beauty. With 
advanced formula and customer-proven results, Xlash gives clinically proven superior results. 
This makes Xlash a unique product in the marketplace, driving unmatched affordability. 
 
“At Xlash we believe that when it comes to beauty, there are a lot of quick fixes, but real 
perfection takes time. Getting that perfect look is about more than just a quick touch up. As a 
rapidly expanding global cosmetics brand, we are inspired by natural beauty that empowers 
ambitious women. We stand for lasting beauty grounded in science, success and 
sustainability” 
 
Xlash are focused on achieving class leading online market presence in both the B2B and B2C 
sectors. However, like every new business, this requires careful research, planning and delivery. 
For Xlash, the emphasis was on Search Engine Optimisation and Pay Per Click (PPC) marketing 
campaigns. 
 
The Challenge:  
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www.smarketa.com 
We're an e-commerce agency who believe there's always a smarter way to do things. 

Before discovering Smarketa, Xlash had 
developed an ongoing PPC campaign which was 
not delivering the results that were promised or 
expected. It was essential that this exciting new 
business found a more effective way of reaching 
its target market and achieving its aspirations. 
 
Getting in touch with Smarketa revolutionized the 
firms online strategy! Although Xlash initially asked 
us to help with Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) it 
became apparent very quickly that we were an 
awesome partner to work with. Our great SEO 
results demonstrated that we could also produce 
and manage a really impactful PPC Campaign.  
 
An Impactful PPC Campaign! 
 
For PPC to be effective a business needs real experts who intimately understand the holistic context of 
complex, multi-faceted PPC campaigns. Our detailed review of 8 key factors was central to building 
the foundations for success: 
 

• Keywords: We reviewed the keywords used for PPC and discovered that only a small number of 
target keywords were being employed. By carrying out an in-depth keyword research project 
we were able to identify a more effective selection of keywords for the campaign. 

 
• Quality Scores: Low quality scores for PPC results needed to be addressed through improved 

landing pageexperiences and advertising copy. 
 

• Branded Search Campaign: There were two issues here. A minimal number of advert copies per 
advert group and very few negative keywords within the campaign. This was addressed by 
increasing the advert copies and adding a carefully designed set of negative keywords. 

 
• Non-Branded Search campaign: Again, insufficient negative keywords and duplication of the 

advert group used in the branded campaign were creating issues which would reduce the 
effectiveness of the campaign. We increased advert copies, created definitive structural 
differences between the branded and non-branded campaign and created another set of 
negative keywords.  

 
• Search Campaign Competitors: Our 
research revealed that the initial campaign was 
not cost effective and consequently the cost-
per-click was higher than it should have been. 
We re-optimised the campaign based on the 
budget and the anticipated return on 
investment. 
 
• Remarketing Campaign: The remarketing 
campaign was not segmented and would, 
therefore, never be fully effective. We redesigned 
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We're an e-commerce agency who believe there's always a smarter way to do things. 

the campaign based on the principles of organisation and clear market segmentation  
 

• Audience Listing: Audience listings were missing in the search campaigns, so we addressed this 
by adding a corresponding audience listing. 

 
• Display Remarketing: We added display remarketing to the campaign as this had been 

excluded previously.  
 
Working within the original budget, by the second month of the campaign we had delivered amazing 
results:  
 

• Clicks increased by 492.63% and Click-through rates increased by 50%  
• Costs had increased by 873.92% demonstrating exponential growth with 5.25% decrease in cost-

per-click 
• Conversions had increased by 400% delivering a return on advertising spend was 194% 

 
 
Incredible SEO Results! 
 
For the Search Engine Optimisation project, our shared aim was to 
deliver an SEO strategy that would increase sales from organic 
Google searches. Over the first two months that we worked with 
Xlash we made a real difference. 
 
Our work included comprehensive website optimization strategies, 
focused metadata, content, product page correlations and 
much more across the entire website. Off-site strategies 
complemented these activities, raising brand and product 
awareness through engagement with top niche platforms, 
participation in hot discussions on topical platforms and mentions 
in leading relevant niche magazines. 
 

• A 660% increase in organic traffic and 1,179 new website 
users, an increase of 634%  

• A 100% increase in revenues and an increase of 100% for e-
commerce conversion rates 

 
Like all our clients, Xlash were delighted with the results!  
 
 

“Since we started using Smarketa’s service our traffic has grown on 
average by 128% on monthly basis and the sales for the past quarter 
have grown on average by 40% per month. We feel the value 
Smarketa’s team has brought to our online store and highly 
recommend them!” 

 
(Matthew Hughins, Xlash) 
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At JSP Media Group, we have a dedicated team of talented media professionals. We 
recognise that high quality video is a strong brand differentiator in crowded markets.  
 
Our state-of-the-art, high definition camera equipment, along with our sound and lighting 
kits provide productions with a glossy look, crisp sound quality and high-end quality 
appearance. 
 
 
Our Client: Coach 
Barrow 
 
With 23 years’ experience 
working in the dentistry 
sector and coaching dental 
practice owners and 
managers, Chris provides 
the tools for effective 
business development using 
tried and tested methods 
which really work.  

“People love video. When they visit websites they watch videos. 
Google loves videos as well. Google thinks video means you’re 
dead popular” 
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A Long-term Relationship 
 
Chris believes passionately in the power of video. 
He recommends that his clients should focus on 
videos featuring dentists, their colleagues and 
their patients. 
 
We have developed a long-standing relationship 
with Chris through our high-quality video 
services. Our attention to detail, investment in 
high quality equipment and post-production 
processes are designed to deliver the highest 
standards. 
 
For this reason, Chris always recommends us to 
his top clients! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Building a Reputation 
 
Repeat business and outstanding testimonials take effort, commitment and sustained 
results. Video is a brand differentiator in crowded markets so our dedicated team of 
talented media professionals, state-of-the-art High Definition camera equipment, along 
with our sound and lighting kits will give your productions that glossy look and high-end 
quality feel, that will demonstrate why we develop strong and lasting relationships with 
our clients. 

Isn’t it time we all started having a bit more fun with our business marketing? You should 
try Video Marketing - it works! 

“if you’re going to make a 
proper job of it you need to 
work with professionals 
who understand the 
business of dentistry. JSP 
Media Group tick all the 
boxes – they’ve done lots of 
work with us, and lots of 
work with our top clients! 
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JSP Media Group is an innovative, professional video marketing company. Our dedicated 
team of talented media professionals have produced over 2,500 hours of high quality 
content, delivering outstanding brand differentiation for our clients.   
 
We have invested in state-of-the-art, high definition camera equipment, sound and lighting 
kits to produce content with a high-quality appearance, excellent sound quality and 
exceptional client satisfaction. 
 
 
Our Client: Fresh Dental Care 
 
Fresh Dental Care is owned by Dr Marcus Spry, who 
combines more than 30 years’ experience with a particular 
interest in implant dentistry, cosmetic braces and facial 
aesthetics. The dental practice provides a wide range of 
treatment options:  
 
“At Fresh Dental Care, we believe that you deserve 
personalised care, attention and support every time you 
visit us. You have a right to feel heard and to receive the 
most appropriate care when it is needed … we place an 
emphasis on general and cosmetic dentistry to give you a 
fresher, healthier smile. Our Clinical Director” 
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The Project 
 
When Marcus contacted us, he was looking for a 
video production provider that was able to add 
value to his business. Marcus recognised the 
potential benefits that video content could bring 
to his website, but it was essential that the end 
result was delivered to a high standard.  
 
The focus for Marcus was about giving potential 
new clients confidence when having treatment 
and a better understanding of dental procedures. 
Impressed with our initial discussions, our 
equipment and examples of our work, Marcus 
asked us to get to work straightaway. 
 

 
 
 
 
Our Approach 
 
Talking head style videos were going to be key 
to success. We chose a location at the 
surgery which worked well for each interview 
and set up our equipment. Following our usual 
rigorous test shots, we set to work with 
each of the customers that were going to be 
filmed.  
 
In post-production we were able to edit out 
any unnecessary content and inserted some 
transitions to focus on the key messages 
that the dental practice wanted to convey.  
 
 
The Results 
 
Like all our clients, Marcus was delighted 
with the results and the videos now feature 
on the practice website. Website analytics 
have revealed a significant increase in 
website visits and the videos are really 
popular Online engagement with the website 
has grown significantly. It is not just a 
coincidence that Marcus has seen an 
increase in patient numbers since putting the 
videos on the website! 

“they did a fantastic days 
videoing for us. They are 
without a doubt the number 1 
supplier of this type of videoing 
in dentistry… Our website 
marketing impact has 
improved, patients use the 
website, they look at it, we 
have seen huge growth in hits 
and customer engagements!” 



Currency Stream were approached by a leading global Foreign
Exchange bureau business, serving 3 million customers per year
with a network of over 120 branches, operating in 23 cities across
Europe, North America and Asia Pacific.

The client, Change Group
International, made a strategic
decision to enter the ATM market as
an independent operator. With
prominent international airport
locations, a multi-currency (or
dynamic currency conversion - DCC)
service was an important component
of their market offering, along with
FX Dispense capabilities.

Currency Stream was initially engaged by
the CEO to conduct a strategic assessment
of the business model. Including deriving
data to target locations and branches for
ATMs across the existing and potential
estate.

As part of the bureau business, Change
Group already had an existing relationship
with a traditional DCC supplier.



DCC and FX Dispense services required specialist FX
knowledge to set up and manage in order to maximise DCC
acceptance rates and deliver budgeted revenue streams.

The traditional DCC solution generated revenues equating
to between 3-6% of the transaction value, with a roughly
equal split going to the acquirer, the ATM operator and the
DCC provider. Change Group wanted to offer their
customers better exchange rates, without compromising
service performance and revenue.

In addition, FX Dispense of foreign currency by ATM
machines presented a similar but operationally different
risk management challenge to manage and capture the
maximum revenue for the client.

Change Group’s existing DCC supplier was not able to
support real time hedging of FX exposure associated with
the ‘FX Dispense’ service.

“Currency Stream’s partnership offered us a competitive advantage
that has helped Change Group secure ATM locations with top retailers
such as Harrods, airports such as Helsinki, and out of town retail parks
like Bicester Village.”

Sacha Zackariya
(CEO, Change Group International Plc.)

64 North Street, Chichester, West Sussex. PO19 1LT
+44 (0)203 687 6500 | jkershaw@currencystream.com

www.currencystream.com

DCC and FX Dispense services needed to be fully compliant
with card scheme rules, competitively priced, and free from
risk.

Currency Stream was engaged to implement the Currency
Engine within the Change Group ATM infrastructure to
deliver real-time FX rates and instant risk management of
transactions on all customer transactions at ATMS.

The Currency Engine real time API was
integrated with EVRY, the front-end processor, in
4 weeks.

DCC Services are now live in 32 currencies across
Europe.
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Thoughtful, knowledgeable, experienced and proven. All characteristics that each search 
engine optimization expert here at PlacementSEO is eager to share. Leveraging proven 
strategies that increase consumer search visibility for business, we’re excited to help you 
increase your overall bottom line. From search engine optimization, to social media marketing, 
to influencer marketing, our team has what it takes to help your business reach the next level. 

Our Client: Smokea 

Smokea aims to be the world's best online headshop. 
Established in 1998, the company prides itself on its 
expertise in meeting its customer’s exact requirements. 
Smokea provides its customers with the widest selection of 
cutting-edge alternative smoking products, world class customer service, fast and free 
shipping, rewards for shopping and, best of all, guaranteed lowest prices. 

The Challenge 

Smokea were keen to grow website traffic in a cost-
efficient way. This meant they required an SEO solution 
which was focused on delivering organic growth, rather 
than paid for advertising, PPC or sponsored advertising. 

Choosing PlacementSEO 

When Smokea first identified the need to grow its online 
presence and increase traffic to its website, they quickly 
found PlacementSEO. With our own understanding of the 
cannabis and bong/pipes vertical, we were able to 
demonstrate the ways in which our expertise and experience 
made us the ideal organisation to deliver this project.  

Our Solution 

PlacementSEO are an experienced and highly effective SEO company. Our scalable link 
building programme delivers outstanding results. To deliver this project we carried out a series 
of activities: 

 We were able to identify key blogs for guest posting 
 We achieved this through a competitor analysis and through the use of curated 

contacts 
 We then delivered a highly effective link building campaign 
 This was supported with Press Releases in order to create a 

natural looking link profile 

PlacementSEO were a natural partner for us – their 
expertise and understanding of both Search Engine 
Optimisation and our particular industry was invaluable        
to  help us grow our organic traffic 



 

Case Study  

The Results 

Our experience in this sector means that we are able to deliver really effective and impactful 
results. For Smokea, we have achieved: 

 A 108% increase in organic traffic 
 Revenue increase of 25% via organic traffic  

www.placementseo.com 
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Position: Managing Director Appointment 

Industry: UK Manufacturing Client  

Business: £60m Company Turnover  

"Very impressed in-
deed with the service 
that Clement Pierce of-
fered to me personally 
and has since offered 
to our business, an ef-
fective and profession-
al service."  

ZZZ�FOHPHQWSLHUFH�FRP��   �������������������   HQTXLULHV#FOHPHQWSLHUFH�FRP 
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+LQGOH�*HDUV��D�SDUW�RI�WKH�+LQGOH�*URXS��ZDV�HVWDEOLVKHG�LQ�������/LNH�LWV�VLVWHU�
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&RPSDQ\�KDV�IDFLOLWLHV�LQ�WKH�8�.�DQG�&KLQD�DQG�HPSOR\V�RYHU����SHRSOH� 
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OHDGHUVKLS�DQG�PDQDJHPHQW�ZDV�HVVHQWLDO�WR�WXUQLQJ�DURXQG�WKH�FRPSDQ\¶V���������
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UHTXLUHPHQWV�VR�WKDW�ZH�ZHUH�DEOH�WR�LGHQWLI\�LQGLYLGXDOV�ZLWK�WKH�QHFHVVDU\�VNLOOV�
DQG�TXDOLWLHV�WR�OHDG�DQ�RUJDQLVDWLRQ��2XU�H[WHQVLYH�UHVHDUFK�DQG�RXU�FRPPLWPHQW�
WR�H[SORULQJ�WKH�RSSRUWXQLW\�LQ�GHWDLO�ZLWK�D�QXPEHU�RI�SRWHQWLDO�LQGLYLGXDOV�HQVXUHG�
WKDW�ZH�ZHUH�DEOH�WR�ILQG�D�VXLWDEO\�H[SHULHQFHG�0'� 
 
+LQGOH�*HDUV�KDYH�UHFHQWO\�HQJDJHG�ZLWK�&OHPHQW�3LHUFH�RQ�DQRWKHU�UHWDLQHG�����
DVVLJQPHQW��EDVHG�RQ�WKH�RXWVWDQGLQJ�IHHGEDFN�IURP�ERWK�WKH�+5�'LUHFWRU�DQG�WKH�
*URXS�&(2�� 
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affordable-1.com 

 

Trust is Important in Any Relationship 
The Better Business Bureau produces annual data which ranks businesses according to the number of 
complaints received. In 2016, for the 10th year in a row, roofing contractors received some of the highest 
number of complaints!  
 
28% of complaints were unable to be resolved. The roofing industry faces an unprecedented challenge in 
the number of contractors who fail to complete jobs properly or to the standards customers expect. The 
industry is rife with scams, con-artists and amateurs pretending to be competent and experienced 
professionals.  

 

Our Approach  

At Affordable 1 Home Services Inc we put our customers first, 
providing outstanding quality of workmanship. We provide 
roofing services and fit sidings and energy saving replacement 
windows. We also offer professional painting services and we 
do all this with a level of care and attention to detail which is 
reflected in our outstanding customer feedback. We’re one of 
the most trusted roofing companies in Texas and Colorado.  

Our Achievements: 
 

• BBB A+ rated company for 
entire existence of company 

• NRCA Member 
• RCAT Licensed contractor 
• I.C.C. and I.R.C. certified licensed 

contractor 
• HAAG Certified Inspector 
• Top 25 Contractor in the 

Country for CertainTeed 
• #1 Re-Roof Contractor for 

CertainTeed 
• Fastest Rate of Growth for 3 

years running 
• CertainTeed Select Shingle 

Master 
• Debt Free. 
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Adding Value 
Our free roof inspection service is a great way 
to ensure that your roof is kept in the best 
possible condition, so you never have to worry 
about needing major repairs.  

When something does go wrong, and the 
chances are high in Texas with the number of 
hurricanes each year, we’ll fight our customers 
corner to make sure your insurance company 
covers the full extent of any repairs that are 
needed.  

 
We provide homeowners, with a free estimate, we help customers to complete all the paperwork for any 
insurance claim. One of the most common mistakes for insurance is around incorrect filing of a claim. We 
take a great deal of stress out of what might be an already difficult situation.  

 

The True Cost of Insurance 
Incredibly the average Texas homeowner pays $1,947 in annual home insurance premiums! On average 
each homeowner makes a claim once every 9 years. That’s the same as $17,523 spent on insurance 
premiums. Sure, Texas is a high-risk state to insure for property damage, but with that kind of investment 
it’s only fair for homeowners to have repairs carried out to the most exacting of standards.  
 

Working with this company was a wonderful experience! Mark was amazing while 
working with the insurance company, and my new roof is perfect! I highly 
recommend this company for their quick response, excellent customer service and 
beautiful craftsmanship. 

Affordable one is an honest hard working 
team! I’ve worked with Shawn Shockley and 
his dedication to making sure his customers 
are 100% satisfied shows how much this 
company cares for their customers and their 
employees. He’s attentive, follows up and 
follows through with what he says. I would 
recommend his services through this company 
to anyone and I have! 
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CertainTeed Experts  
We are committed to delivering the highest quality 
products for our customer’s roofs.  
 
CertainTeed manufactures high-quality asphalt roofing 
shingles in a wide variety of styles and colors for residential 
applications including asphalt roofing shingles, premium 
roofing shingles, strip shingles and dimensional roofing 
shingles.  
 
We are the number 1 roofing contractor for CertainTeed in Texas, another reflection of our honest and 
trustworthy approach to doing the job properly. 
 
 

Affordable 1 Home Services 
 
807 Front St, Richmond, TX 77469 
 
(832) 639-4450 

Khanh Doan with Affordable-1 Home 
Services performed a roof inspection 
yesterday on a house I am about to 
purchase. He arrived on time at the 
house, carried out his inspection in a very 
professional manner and briefed me on 
his findings following his inspection. I 
found Khanh to be very honest and will 
call upon him again when I have home 
inspection or home repair requirements. 
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Creating a Vibrant Retail 
Environment in Avon, Ohio 
 
Avion Commons is a beautifully landscaped shopping centre offering a 
relaxing and enjoyable retail experience. Anchored by Costco, Target, Kohl’s, 
The Home Depot and Heinen’s Supermarket the 1 million square foot 
development, which opened in 2001, hosts events including car shows, 
safety fairs, art shows and a County Heart Walk. 
 

Supporting retail Investment 
 
With a proven track record delivering inward investment into new retail 
developments, Avon Commons was the fourth major shopping centre to be 
added to our growing client list. Our client, First Interstate Bank, asked us to 
support this particular project from the very start, which provided a great 
opportunity to be involved in key decisions which enabled us to identify the 
ideal retail mix for the centre including the design, development plan, pre-
leasing agreements, marketing of the site and negotiation with interested 
parties.  

“First Interstate has enjoyed a 
relationship with Goodman 
Real Estate Group for more 
than 21 years. Randy 
Goodman and the rest of the 
brokers and associates are 
knowledgeable, professional, 
well informed, and maintain 
the highest standards of 
integrity. They have been an 
integral team member in the 
ground up development of 
more than 3 million square 
feet of multi-tenant retail 
space, and I would recommend 
them to any developer, 
manager, or retailer and have 
done so many times.” 
 

Mitchell Schneider, President, First 
Interstate Properties, Ltd.  
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Our Work at Avon Commons 
 
We worked closely with the site developer to undertake a number of 
activities to deliver an exciting and commercially successful shopping center. 
This involved a range of external engagement and market research activities 
including the initial work needed to identify and agree lease details with early 
anchor investors to facilitate starting work on site. 
 
Throughout the project we worked closely with the developed, architects 
and construction teams to make sure that the site was going to meet the 
needs of those tenants we had already spoken to, and to make changes as 
the project progressed so that buildings were completed to the requirements 
of new tenants. 
 
Since 2001 when the site opened, we have ensured that the center is 
fully occupied. To achieve 100% occupancy for nearly two decades is 
a great reflection on our ability to attract and retain the most 
desirable and viable retailers. 
 

Our Inputs 
 

• Market Research 
• Regional and national trade 

area analysis 
• Identification of early 

investors to facilitate 
development 

• Meeting and negotiations 
with potential tenants 

• Securing anchor tenants 
• Lease negotiations 
• Ensuring buildings meet 

tenant requirements 
• Site marketing 
• Ongoing tenant relationship 

management 
• Continual site reviews to 

maintain occupancy levels 
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The Results 
 
We have managed Avon Commons for almost 20 years. A great reflection of 
our ability to manage complex retail sites and our commitment to meeting 
our client expectations.  
 
Our work at Avon Commons isn’t just about maintaining 100% occupancy at 
the site, it is about the wider economic contribution that a vibrant retail park 
makes. 
 
Our success at Avon Commons has created jobs, provided training 
opportunities and increased local tax revenues which benefit wider public 
services. The economy and the population has grown.  
 
Avion has become an attractive location close to great facilities where, 
previously, the community had little in the way of access to retail. 
 

 

About Us 
 
Goodman Real Estate Services Group combines experience, human and 
technological resources and enthusiastic hard work to offer our clients 
professional and thorough service and representation. 
 
Goodman Real Estate Services Group is the market leader in representing 
and directing companies in their real estate acquisition process. Whether 
leasing shopping center space, purchasing or leasing land, or build-to-suit 
development, Goodman Real Estate Services Group has the market 
knowledge and tools to uncover successful locations.  

Contact Us 
 
CLEVELAND 
25333 CEDAR ROAD, SUITE 305 
CLEVELAND 
OH 44124  
216.381.8200 
 
 
COLUMBUS 
100 W. OLD WILSON BRIDGE 
ROAD  
SUITE 108 
COLUMBUS 
OH 43085 
 

tel:2163818200
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Becoming a shipper of choice from theory to practice 
 

Dock411 is a powerful data platform improving communication between shippers, carriers 
and truck drivers. Delivering proactive communications to your internal staff and 
communicating your goals of achieving Shipper of Choice status provides an important 
opportunity to grow your business. 

 

The Opportunity 
In a world where demand for freight services outstrips 
supply it is essential to become a shipper of choice to 
maintain your levels of service with your clients. The 
American Trucking Association projects a shortage of 
around 60,000 drivers and new legislation around 
drivers’ hours will further reduce available capacity.  

Becoming a shipper of choice means that your load, 
your location, and your business practices meet and 
exceed carriers’ expectations. Consistent, standardized 
and centralized facility information is necessary to 
becoming a true shipper of choice in 2019. As a result, 
your great reputation makes it easier to secure trucks 
at competitive rates when you need them most! 

To achieve this, shippers need to understand the 
needs of carriers, then listen to their feedback and 
respond proactively.  

“We use Dock411 to connect with the 
drivers, to get them wanting to cpme 
back. It’s really important to treat 
them with respect, help them when 
you can. We hand out bottled water 
when they check in now, plus little 
things like letting them tarp inside 
when it’s raining. 

When we get feedback which is less 
positive we work to resolve concerns. 

Making sure drivers and carrier 
partners are familiar with the Dock411 
platform helps them with directions 
and ensures they have seen photos 
and information about our facility 
before they arrive.  

It’s important to us that drivers give us 
great feedback. It helps us grow our 
business” 
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Dock411 surveyed over 10,000 professional drivers to find out what was important to them while 
they waited to load or unload at your facilities. After “how do I get there,” knowing what amenities 
were available was cited as vital to improving their experience and your reputation. 
  

Take time to listen to the drivers, use the Dock411 platform to engage 
drivers and internal team members - challenge drivers to look for areas 
for improvement, find issues that matter to them to fix, to help us 
improve. Put yourself in the drivers’ shoes. Our loaders and window clerk 
promote the Dock411 platform, discuss app on kiosk, ask for reviews, and 
request feedback consistently.   
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Our Solution 
A key issue for shippers is to reduce dwell time on site. 
Less dwell maximizes vehicle travel times and distances 
and minimizes times when vehicles are stationary or 
queuing. Less time in the yard improves productivity and 
keeps transport costs low. Haulage operators can then 
pass on these savings to those shippers who really help 
them to maximize efficiencies, delivering benefits for 
shippers, truckers, operators, and clients. 

At Dock411 we developed a data platform to help shippers 
solve this problem. It’s a powerful tool to help shippers win 
more capacity and drive down freight costs. 

Dock411 provides functional information which improves 
visibility, transparency, and accountability. 

If you want to lead change in your organization to become a 
shipper of choice, the path to its achievement starts with a 
single step, then incremental steps forward supported by 
actionable analytics. Dock411 delivers this for your 
business. 

How It Works 

1. Share your facility information, improving safety and
efficiency around the dock by informing drivers about the
dock ahead of time.

2. Share policies, procedures, wait times and other
requirements.

3. Provide facility photos and videos to improve
manoeuvrability and reduce insurance costs.

4. Share your amenities available at your facility. Do you allow
access to restrooms, driver lounge, parking and
Wi-Fi? Allow the driver to review your facility, how were they
treated, did you have restrooms available. Let them share
their experience in a controlled fashion.
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The Results 
One of our customers added 35 locations to the Dock411 platform early in 2019. Some of their 
feedback is shared in the quotes throughout this case study. Overall feedback has been really 
positive for this customer. Within a few months, they reported improvements sourcing freight 
services and impressive cost savings, while feedback and their reputation continue to improve. 

Significant productivity gains are achieved as drivers no longer need to stop and 
call for information, to check directions or to spend time finding specific locations. 

Improvements in facilities make loading quicker and enhance the driver 
experience, leading to favourable reviews and long-term working relationships 

Using data collected from Dock411 we are able to demonstrate significant savings 
by reducing dropped loads. Between March and June these savings equated to 
$482,200! 

Improving facilities in response to 
Dock411 feedback, such as toilets  
(see chart), result in overall 
performance improvements and 
improved satisfaction scores, helping 
position firms as shippers of choice.  
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About us 
 
When deliveries move slow, it is frustrating to truckers 
and reverberates through the whole economy. It doesn’t 
have to be that way. We built Dock411 to provide the 
kind of information that can keep transport efficient and 
prevent holdups like damaged cargo or confusion at 
stops. 
 
At Dock411, we provide important dock information that 
truckers can use to make their day easier. We do this out 
of respect and admiration for the individuals that keep our 
country running. Look at the numbers. There are 
approximately 4 million truckers on the road, moving $1 
trillion worth of goods around the U.S on an annual basis. 
That’s tough to even fathom. 
 
Now truckers can be aware of things like hours of 
operation, loading times, yard hazards, backing 
situations, pallet restrictions and even preview images of 
the docks before arriving. The list goes on and continues 
to grow. The app allows truckers and industry workers to 
easily share information with each other, so everybody is 
in the loop. Knowing what to expect ahead of time can 
help you save time, money and a lot of frustration. 
 

 

 

 

In the third week of July we started 
printing out the Dock411 flyer and 
attaching it to the bill of lading, 
asking the drivers to promote our 
site to their peers.  

Dock411 has given the drivers a 
voice, before they might complain 
to the team members at the front 
window. Those complaints are 
forgotten now we have a 
formalized process to solicit and 
act on the feedback. 

Dock 411 really is “The platform to 
leadership”  

Contact Us 
 
Phone:  630.549.5413 
Email:  mark.legrand@dock411.com  
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100% Effective Solutions to Prevent Outdoor Asset Loss 

Our Client 
 
Our client for this project was the Indianapolis branch of a large US 
distributor of construction materials. The nature of the business and the 
materials that the firm supplied meant that it was inevitable that some 
inventory needed to be stored outside. The senior team were aware 
that security was an issue, but when the losses started to amount to 
some $20,000 every month it was time to take action. 
 

 

Outdoor Security Offers Unique 
Challenges 
The main problem securing outdoor assets is the very fact that they are 
outdoors! This gives rise to a whole host of problems which exacerbate 
the challenges of managing security effectively. Most alarm systems 
rely on motion sensors and, because the environment is unpredictable, 
all sorts of events can create motion which will trigger false alarms 
including trees, wind and wildlife. Security dispatch operators receiving 
alarm calls can notify the police, but until someone arrives on site there 
is no way of knowing what has caused the alarm to go off. Once the 
police identify a site with a high number of false alarms they no longer 
prioritise their response. Hiring security guards is an option, but they 
are expensive and are not always that effective.  

“Sitewatch is a layered system 
which, amongst other features, 
adds a wireless video camera to 
a motion detector system. This is 
Level 1. When the sensor 
identifies motion a 10-second live 
video clip is sent to security  
dispatch operators, before the 
police are called. This process 
ensures the quality of calls to the 
police are verified, enabling a 
priority response.   

Sitewatch improves response 
time from 20 minutes to just 6 
minutes!” 

"For years companies have struggled 
with securing their outdoor assets. 
We tackled this problem several years 
ago when we were approached by a 
client losing $20k/month in outdoor 
inventory” 

Armando Perez, President, Hoosier Security 
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Our Solution 
 
One of our speciality services is our ability to take an existing system which is performing 
poorly and to replace it with a much more effective system. Many of our clients tell us they 
are frustrated with their existing suppliers. Complaints include poor service during the 
installation process, numerous false alarms, poor response times when repairs are needed, 
general inferior equipment and a focus on selling the product but not delivering aftersales 
service to a high standard.  

With access to an extensive suite of tech solutions to improve security we performed a detailed review of current 
arrangements to identify the most appropriate way to resolve our client’s security problems. We created a plan to 
solve the problem once and for all, addressing both site security and police response. That was when we developed 
our unique SITEWatch: Active Security system. 

 

 

Implementing Sitewatch 
SITEWatch: Active Security is a powerful security solution. The system is based on a multi-layered approach which 
leverages existing security infrastructure such as fencing and lighting and combines it with multiple layers of 
detection, verification and response technologies. These layers can include cameras with artificial intelligence 
designed-in, sirens, notification systems and security automations. Each site we protect is carefully assessed to 
ensure that the system we install provides complete and robust coverage for outdoor sites. The way we build each 
system ensures there is flexibility to meet different budgetary constraints. This is achieved using 3D-modelling 
software to check that the system will be effective, and that there are no blind spots.  

In this case, our client’s site had perimeter fencing which allowed us to mount outdoor motion viewers at strategic 
locations around the fenceline to directly watch the inventory. We focussed on protecting every possible entry point 
– something which would be prohibitively expensive using security guards. Each sensor is wireless, offers encrypted 
communications and is fitted with a battery which has a 3-year life. This installation resolves all the problems of wire 
lengths, lack of power, limited internet connectivity and poor lighting. 

When the motion sensor detects movement, the camera records a 10-second clip and live streams this to our central 
station where it is reviewed by a dispatcher. This part of the process ensures that, before notifying IMPD, the call is 
verified.   

If there is evidence of suspicious activity, such as a person inside a secured area then the police are dispatched 
immediately and can be provided with a description of the individual and what they are doing. In addition to the 
installation of the security system we also erected signage and automated the arming and disarming times for the 
alarm system based on the firms operating schedules.  

“This is a solution that simply STOPS loss in outdoor environments” 
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The Results 

Our fully automated SITEWatch: Active Security has now been 
operational at our client’s site for a few years. It has delivered 
incredible results with our clients reporting absolutely no losses 
from their site! Not only does the system provide a completely 
effective outdoor security solution, but it does so in a really cost-
effective way. The initial installation costs are covered several 
times over and the robust system design means that maintenance 
and repair costs are minimal, especially with the Just Fix It 
subscription service which ensures 100% up-time. Even the 
batteries are included in this package.  

How to contact us 

Hoosier Security 

5841 Thunderbird Road, Suite G 
Indianapolis, IN 46236 

Local: 317.644.0570 
Fax: 800.351.1824 

“Hoosier have provided an awesome solution with their Sitewatch 
Product. We no longer have anything stolen fomr our site and the great 
value installation and maintenance means we have seen a huge return 
on our investment. We’re really impressed – and the team at Hoosier 
couldn’t do enough to help!” 
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